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ABSTRACT

In the process of wind power, coal power, and energy storage equipment participating in the operation of
industrial microgrids, the stable operation of wind-storage industrial microgrids is guaranteed by considering
demand response technology and user satisfaction. This paper firstly sorts out the status quo of microgrid
operation optimization, and determines the main requirements for user satisfaction considering three types of load
characteristics, demand response technology, power consumption benefit loss, user balance power purchase price
and wind power consumption evaluation indicators in the system. Secondly, the operation architecture of the wind-
storage industrial microgrid is designed, and the multi-objective optimization model of the wind-storage industrial
microgrid is established with the comprehensive operating cost and user satisfaction as the target variables, and the
corresponding solution method is mentioned. Finally, a typical wind-storage industrial microgrid is selected for
simulation analysis, and the results show that, (1) Considering the demand response technology, the comprehensive
operating cost of the wind-storage industrial microgrid per day is 5292.63 yuan, the user satisfaction index is
0.953, and the wind power consumption rate reaches 100%. (2) By setting four scenarios, it highlights that the
grid-connected operation mode is superior to the off-grid operation mode. Considering the demand response
technology, the load curve can be optimized, and the time-of-use electricity price can be fully used to coordinate
the operation of each unit, which enhances the wind power consumption capacity. The compromise solution of the
system comprehensive operating cost and user satisfaction under the confidence level of 0.95 is obtained, namely
(5343.22, 0.94). (3) The frontier curve shows that in the process of model solving, it is impossible to optimize
any sub-objective by changing the control variables, which proves that there is a close relationship between the
comprehensive operating cost of the system and the confidence level, which can provide effective guidance for the
optimal operation of industrial microgrids.
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Nomenclature

PD-IM-MOPSP particle swarm optimization with improved adaptive weight change
NSGA-II improved non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
e.g.,
PL,t the load level of the microgrid during the period
PI

L,t the class I load which can be shifted
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PII
L,t the class II load which can be interrupted

PIII
L,t the class III load which can be fixed

T the operation and scheduling period of the industrial microgrid
λ1 the weight coefficients of the sub-indexes
λ2 the weight coefficients of the sub-indexes
λ3 the weight coefficients of the sub-indexes
R1 the users’ power utility index
R2 the average power purchase price index
R3 the index of the wind-power consumption rate in the microgrid
F the objective function
CG the operation cost of the thermal power units
CG,OM the operation cost of the equipment operation
CEN the operation cost of the environmental protection conversion costs
CGRID the operation cost of the exchange-power cost-effective with external networks
CDP the depreciation cost of the energy storage equipment
CSB,OM the operation and maintenance cost of the energy storage equipment
η1 the weight coefficients of the comprehensive operating cost
η2 the user satisfaction index
Ng the number of thermal power units
M the set of equipment requiring O&M
θ the pollutant category, with a total of N pollutants
cθ the conversion cost coefficient corresponding to the type-θ environment
PGRID,t the amount of energy storage in the wind storage industrial microgrid
Caz,i the installation cost of the energy storage equipment i per unit capacity

1 Introduction

As an important part of smart grid, microgrid can significantly improve the utilization rate of
intermittent renewable energy such as wind power and photovoltaics, and alleviate the problems
between energy consumption and environmental protection [1,2]. Various industrial users are one of
the main load subjects of energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions [3]. In the face of a variety
of industrial users, by considering the access of wind power, photovoltaics, other distributed energy
sources, and equipped with energy storage equipment of the corresponding capacity, the design of the
industrial microgrid operation system can make full use of the idle space to promote renewable energy
generation. The consumption of electricity can reduce the loss caused by power transmission, so as
to improve the economy of industrial electricity [4]. At the same time, with the gradual establishment
of the industrial microgrid operation system, the connection between the demand side and the supply
side will be better and closer, and the dispatching strategy of various energy loads can be adjusted in
real time through demand side management technology [5]. Therefore, taking the industrial microgrid
as the research object, it is very important to arrange the power purchase plan and demand side
management plan of the operating system.

At present, a lot of research has been done on the optimization of microgrid considering user
satisfaction and demand response technology. According to the operating characteristics of different
furniture loads in the household microgrid, Tang et al. [6] established a day-ahead optimal scheduling
model with the goal of maximizing user satisfaction, which effectively guided the energy consumption
behavior of various users. From the perspective of energy management, Lu et al. [7] established an
optimization model aiming at user satisfaction and power generation side revenue, which improved the
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microgrid revenue and achieved user satisfaction. From the perspective of demand-side management,
Chen et al. [8] introduced the user satisfaction index, which improved the user experience while
ensuring the economy and reliability of the microgrid system. Zeng et al. [9] established a multi-
objective optimization model for microgrid operation aiming at economy and load satisfaction, which
effectively realized the maximum utilization of renewable energy and improved the efficiency of micro-
grid operation. In order to improve the user-side power satisfaction of wind-storage DC microgrids,
Ma et al. [10] proposed a coordinated control strategy for microgrid considering reliability, comfort
and economy. Guo et al. [11] aimed to maximize the user and satisfaction index, and established a
multi-attribute demand response strategy for household microgrids based on satisfaction. Liu et al. [12]
proposed a two-layer multi-objective optimal scheduling scheme for microgrid considering user
satisfaction in order to solve large-scale access of electric vehicles. Yang et al. [13] considered supply-
side economic benefits and demand-side electricity satisfaction, and established a multi-objective
optimal scheduling of microgrids with the goal of minimizing the total operating cost and maximizing
user satisfaction, and realized the benefits of maximizing supply and demand. Although the above
research results have achieved certain research results on the optimization of microgrid operation, the
impact on users is not considered when formulating the microgrid operation plan and demand side
management plan. It is particularly important to consider how user satisfaction directly affects the
social and economic benefits of system operation in the optimization of microgrid operation.

Many scholars have carried out research on the multi-objective optimization and dispatching of
microgrids for new energy sources such as wind power and photovoltaics. The methods for solving
multi-objective optimization problems can be roughly divided into two types, namely the objective
normalization method based on specific weight values [14] and the Pareto optimal solution set
method [15–17]. Yang et al. [14] transformed the multi-objective into a single-objective optimization
model with the help of the decision analysis table, and applied the rough set theory to calculate the
weight of the objective function. Ma et al. [15] used the bird flock algorithm to solve the multi-
objective optimization problem to avoid the calculation process falling into the local optimal situation.
Zhao et al. [16] solved the multi-objective optimization problem by adopting the multi-objective
particle swarm optimization with improved adaptive weight change (PD-IM-MOPSP) dominated by
Pareto correlation degree. Liu et al. [17] used a multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) to solve
the model, which ensured that the non-dominated solutions were more uniformly distributed in the
target space and improved the diversity of the population. Although it can be seen from the above
research that the objective normalization method is difficult to objectively determine the weight of each
objective function of the microgrid, resulting in the inability to clarify the interrelationships between
the objectives. The Pareto optimal solution set selects the optimal operation scheme of the microgrid
from the non-inferior solutions, and solves the non-inferior solution set. However, in practice, the
global and local search capabilities of the solution algorithm lack the synergy to the objective function.

Based on this, this paper takes the wind-storage industrial microgrid as the research object. Based
on the operation plan, power purchase plan, and demand-side management technology of each unit
in the system, and considering the comprehensive operating cost of the system and user satisfaction,
a wind-storage industrial microgrid is established. Multi-objective optimization model of power grid,
and a solution method for multi-objective optimization model is proposed. Finally, a typical wind-
storage industrial microgrid demonstration project is selected for simulation analysis, which verifies
the validity and rationality of the proposed model, which better fits the coordinated operation belt of
wind-storage industrial microgrid considering demand response technology and user satisfaction the
actual working conditions.
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2 Demand Response Technology and User Satisfaction Metrics
2.1 Demand Response Technology

According to the load characteristics of industrial microgrids, the system load can be summarized
in three types, as indicated by formula (1). Different automatic demand response strategies can be
adopted for each type of load.

PL,t = PI
L,t + PII

L,t + PIII
L,t (1)

where PL,t is the load level of the microgrid during the period, PI
L,t, PII

L,t and PIII
L,t respectively denote

the class I load which can be shifted, the class II load which can be interrupted, and the class III load
which can be fixed.

As for the translational load, PI ,t1,t2
is used to define it during the period from t1 to t2. PI

L,t denotes
the translational load of class I at the time instance t, as shown in formula (2) [18].

PI
L,t = PI

L,t +
T∑

i=1

PI ,i,t1
−

T∑
j=1

PI ,t1,j (2)

where T is the operation and scheduling period of the industrial microgrid.

In terms of the interruptible load, it is assumed that power tension occurs at the time instance t
and the power of the interruptible load is PII

CUT,t. PII
L,t denotes the class II interruptible load at the time

instance t, as shown in formula (3).

PII
L,t = PII

L,t − PII
CUT,t (3)

Under the automatic demand response management technology, The corresponding load level of
the industrial microgrid period is shown in formula (4).

PL,t = PI
L,t + PII

L,t + PIII
L,t +

T∑
i=1

PI ,i,t1
−

T∑
j=1

PI ,t1,j − PII
CUT,t (4)

In the formula, T is the operation and scheduling period of the industrial microgrid, which is
ranged from T ∈ [1, 24].

2.2 User Satisfaction Indicators
The satisfaction of industrial microgrid users’ operation is affected by three main factors, namely,

the loss of electricity efficiency caused by demand-side management technology, the user’s balanced
electricity purchase price, and the level of wind power consumption. The definition of user satisfaction
is shown in formula (5).

R = λ1R1 + λ2R2 + λ3R3 (5)

R1 =
T∑

t=1

ln

(
PL,t − PL,t

PL,t

)
(6)

R2 = 1 −

T∑
t=1

PL,tp (t)

T∑
t=1

PL,tp (t)

(7)
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R3 =

T∑
t=1

(
PWT,t − PA−WT,t

)
T∑

t=1

PWT,t

(8)

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 denote the weight coefficients of the three sub-indexes; R1 denotes the users’ power
utility index. R2 denotes the average power purchase price index. R3 denotes the index of the wind-
power consumption rate in the microgrid; PA−WT,t denotes the abandoned power by the wind turbine
at the time instance t; PWT,t denotes the power output of the wind turbine at the time instance t.

3 Optimized Operation of Wind-Energy Storage Industrial Microgrid
3.1 Network Structure of the Microgrid

The research object of this work is the industrial microgrid. As a typical wind-energy storage
system, it is composed of distributed wind power systems, thermal power units, energy storage
equipment, Industrial microgrid, in grid-connected operation mode or off-grid operation mode, can
meet the energy demand of various industrial loads, which is shown in Fig. 1.

wind 
turbine

coal 
power

External grid

energy 
storage

Industrial 
Microgrid

industrial 
load

Figure 1: Simplified operation architecture diagram of industrial microgrid

3.2 Objective Function
Based on the operation structure of wind-storage industrial microgrid, a multi-objective optimiza-

tion model is established considering the two objective evaluation indicators of system comprehensive
operation cost and user satisfaction. Among them, the comprehensive operating cost includes the
operation cost of the thermal power units, the environmental conversion costs, the start-up and
shutdown costs of the thermal power units, the fan operation, and maintenance costs, government
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wind power subsidy, and the battery cost. In another aspect, the objective function should include a
weighed user satisfaction index, as shown in formula (9):

min F = η1

(
CG + CG,OM + CEN + CGRID + CDP + CSB,OM

) + η2R (9)

where F denotes the objective function; CG, CG,OM, CEN and CGRID respectively denote the operation
cost of the thermal power units, the equipment operation and maintenance costs, the environmental
protection conversion costs, and the exchange-power cost-effective with external networks. The
calculation follows formulas (10) and (13)–(15). CDP and CSB,OM denote the depreciation cost and the
operation and maintenance cost of the energy storage equipment, respectively, which can be calculated
according to formulas (16) and (17). η1 and η2 denote the weight coefficients of the comprehensive
operating cost and the user satisfaction index in the objective function, respectively.

CG =
T∑

t=1

Ng∑
i=1

[(
ui,tf

(
Pg

i,t

)) + Si,tui,t

(
1 − ui(t−1)

)]
(10)

where T denotes the number of wind storage industrial microgrid scheduling cycles; Ng denotes the
number of thermal power units; Pg

i,t represents the output power of thermal power unit i at the time
instance t; ui,t denotes the start/stop state of the thermal power unit i at the time instance t, where 0
means stop and 1 means start; f

(
Pg

i,t

)
denotes the power generation cost of the thermal power unit i

at the time instance t, and is calculated by:

f (Pg
i,t) = aiPg2

i,t + biPg
i,t + ci (11)

where ai, bi and ci are the coefficients of the cost functions corresponding to the generator i, and
Si,tui,t

(
1 − ui(t−1)

)
denotes the start-up and shutdown costs of the thermal power unit i at the time

instance t, which is calculated according to formula (12):

Si,t =
{

CHSi, Toff
i ≤ X off

i ≤ Toff
i + TCSi

CCSi, X off
i > Toff

i + TCSi
(12)

where CHSi and CCSi denote the start-up costs of the unit i at the hot and the cold states, respectively;
TCSi denotes the cold start-up time of generator i; Toff

i represents the minimum downtime allowed by
the unit i; X off

i represents the number of cycles during which period unit i is continuously running (or
shut down).

CG,OM =
T∑

t=1

∑
i∈M

FOM−i (|Pi (t)|) (13)

where M denotes the set of equipment requiring O&M, and FOM−i (·) denotes the O&M cost function
for equipment i. Pi (t) denotes the output of equipment i at the time instance t. Wind turbines, thermal
power units, and energy storage equipment are those in need of operation and maintenance costs.

CEN =
T∑

t=1

Ng∑
i=1

N∑
θ=1

λθ

G.ic
θPg

i,t (14)

where λθ

G.i denotes the unit’s emission coefficient corresponding to the type-θ pollutant to i; θ denotes
the pollutant category, with a total of N pollutants; cθ denotes the conversion cost coefficient
corresponding to the type-θ environment.

CGRID =
T∑

t=1

PGRID,tpt (15)
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where PGRID,t denotes the purchased and sold power for both the wind storage industrial microgrid and
the external grids at the time instance t; pt denotes the TOU price level at the time instance t.

CDP =
M∑

i=1

T∑
t=1

Caz,i

8760ki

· r (1 + r)ni

(1 + r)ni − 1
· ∣∣Pi,ESS (t)

∣∣ (16)

where M denotes the amount of energy storage in the wind storage industrial microgrid; Caz,i denotes
the installation cost of the energy storage equipment i per unit capacity; ki denotes the energy storage
capacity factor of the station i, which equals to the annual charge and the discharge amount of Station
i divided by (8760 rated power of the energy storage of station i); γ denotes the annual interest rate of
social capital; ni denotes the economic life of the energy storage corresponding to the station i; Pi,ESS (t)
denotes the charging and discharging power at station i. Pi,ESS (t) ≥ 0 indicates it is at the discharge
stage, whereas Pi,ESS (t) < 0 indicates the charging state.

CSB,OM =
N∑

i=1

T∑
t=1

[
ui,1 (t)

∣∣Pi,ESS (t)
∣∣ kch,i + u2,i (t)

∣∣Pi,ESS (t)
∣∣ kdis,i

]
(17)

where ui,1 (t) and u2,i (t) denote the charging and discharging coefficients of the energy storage,
respectively, representing the running state of the energy storage. When charging, ui,1 (t) = 1 and
u2,i (t) = 0, and when discharging, ui,1 (t) = 0 and u2,i (t) = 1; kch,i denotes the operation and
maintenance cost coefficient of the i th energy storage station when charging; kdis,i denotes the
operation and maintenance cost coefficient of the i th energy storage when discharging.

3.3 Constraints
The following constraints are introduced for the wind storage industrial microgrid in operation:

(1) The system power balance constraint:

Pr

{
−δ ≤

Ng∑
i=1

Pg
i,t +

(
PWT,t − PAB,t

) + PESS.t − PL,t − Ploss,t ≤ δ

}
≥ β (18)

where Ploss,t denotes the network-lost power at the time instance t. δ denotes the allowable limit of
unbalanced power deviation, and β denotes the confidence level. In the stochastic model, there is no
absolute balance of power due to the deviation in wind power prediction. When the probability of the
system imbalance within δ reaches β, the power balance constraint is considered to be satisfied.

(2) Thermal power unit output constraint:

Pi,min ≤ Pg
i,t ≤ Pi,max (19)

where Pi,min and Pi,max respectively denote the minimum and the maximum outputs of the thermal power
units.

(3) Fan unit operation constraints. The constraint on abandoned power by the wind turbine is as
follows:

0 ≤ PAB,t ≤ PWT,t (20)

(4) Start-stop constraints of the thermal power units [18]:
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{(
X on

i,t−1 − Ton
i

) (
ut−1

i − ut
i

) ≥ 0(
X off

i,t−1 − Toff
i

) (
ut

i − ut−1
i

) ≥ 0
(21)

where X on
i,t−1 and X off

i,t−1 represent the continuous startup and shutdown time of unit i until the time
instance t − 1.

(5) Operation constraints of energy storage:⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

−Pmax
ESS ≤ PESS.t ≤ Pmax

ESS

EESS,t = EESS,t−1 + μchPESS.tηch�t − μdis
PESS.t
ηdis

�t

0.1QESS ≤ EESS,t ≤ 0.9QESS

(22)

where �t denotes the long scheduling period; μch and μdis denote the energy storage state coefficients,
where μch is 1 and μdis is 0 during charging while μch is 0 and μdis is 1 during discharging. Pmax

ESS denotes
the maximum charge-discharge power; QESS denotes the energy storage capacity; ηch and ηdis denote the
charging efficiency and the discharge efficiency of energy storage, respectively.

(6) The climbing constraints of the unit [19]:

DRi × ΔT ≤ Pg
i(j+1)

− Pg
ij ≤ URi × ΔT (23)

where DRi and URi represent the minute-level descent rate and ascent rate of the unit i, respectively.

3.4 Optimization Model Solution Method
The wind storage industrial microgrid optimization model established in this paper is a multi-

objective problem. The improved non-inferior sorting multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II)
adopts non-dominated sorting as the main mechanism and considers the degree of crowding, which
ensures that the non-dominated solutions are better and uniformly distributed in the target space.
NSGA-II can improve the diversity of the population, and at the same time, the elite retention strategy
avoids the loss of excellent individuals [19]. Therefore, this paper adopts an improved non-inferior
sorting multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) with a fast and elite retention strategy to solve
the model. After obtaining the Pareto solution set of wind storage industrial microgrid, the multi-
objective algorithm is used to obtain the optimal. The optimal compromise solution is as follows:

λω =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, Fω (π) ≤ Fmin
ω

Fmax
ω

− Fω (π)

Fmax
ω

− Fmin
ω

, Fmin
ω

≤ Fω (π) ≤ Fmax
ω

0, Fω (π) ≥ Fmax
ω

(24)

In the formula, Fω (π) is the nπ th frontier solution of the objective function of the wind-storage
industrial microgrid. Fmax

ω
and Fmin

ω
are the maximum and minimum values of the frontier solution set,

respectively.

The above objective functions are further weighted and averaged, and the obtained solutions are
sorted to obtain the optimal compromise solution of the multi-objective functions of the wind-storage
industrial microgrid, namely:

λ (π) =

M∑
ω=1

δωλω (π)

W∑
π=1

M∑
ω=1

δωλω (π)

(25)
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In the formula, δω is the weight coefficient of the objective function of the wind-storage industrial
microgrid. M is the number of optimization targets. W is the number of frontier solutions correspond-
ing to each target.

4 Example Analysis
4.1 Basic Settings

In order to verify the validity of the established model, this paper selects a typical wind storage
industrial microgrid demonstration project, formulates the demand side management scheme and
optimized operation plan of the system, and the operation structure follows Fig. 1. Wind storage
industrial microgrid collects and manages all kinds of electric energy, with a 10 kV AC bus as the core.
The system is equipped with a 1000 kWh energy storage capacity. The upper limit of charging and
discharging power of the energy storage is 150 kW, and the charging and discharging efficiency factors
ηch and, ηdis are both 0.85. The remaining capacity of the energy storage device needs to be in the range
of 100 to 900 kWh. The capacities of the two thermal power units are 200 and 400 kW, respectively.
One day is divided into 24 scheduling periods, with each period of 1 h. The wind storage industrial
microgrid operates in the grid-connected mode. In the stochastic chance-constrained programming
model, the probability density function of the wind power output adopts the Weibull distribution [20],
and the confidence degree of the objective function and the constraints is 0.95. In the fuel cost function
of the thermal power unit 1, a1, b1, and c1 are 0.0391, 273 and 700, respectively; in the fuel cost function
of the thermal power unit 2, a1, b1, and c1 are 0.0403, 264, and 680, respectively. Table 1 shows the time-
of-use pricing mechanism for power exchange between the wind storage industrial microgrid and the
superior distribution network [20]. Table 2 shows the environmental cost conversion coefficients of the
two thermal power units [20].

Table 1: The TOU power pricing mechanism

Slot type Time period Electricity price (yuan/kWh)

Peak time 10:00–15:00 and 18:00–21:00 0.83
Valley time 00:00–07:00 and 23:00–24:00 0.17
Ordinary time The remaining time 0.49

Table 2: Conversion cost and discharge factor

Pollutant type Conversion cost
(yuan/kg)

Thermal power unit 1
(kg/kW)

Thermal power unit
2 (kg/kW)

NOx 26.54 3.6 ∗ 10−4 4.3 ∗ 10−6

SO2 6.238 7.0 ∗ 10−6 2.45 ∗ 10−6

CO2 0.0868 1.5 ∗ 10−3 4.67 ∗ 10−3

The installation capacity of the wind storage industrial microgrid is 300 KW. The wind power
output curve and the load curve of the system in a typical operating day are shown in Fig. 2.

It can be learned from the figure that there are evident peak-valley characteristics for the load in
the wind storage industrial microgrid, and the total load in each time period of a day is distributed in
the peak period in the middle period and the end period respectively. The wind power output fluctuates
significantly in each period of a day, but the output distribution is relatively uniform.
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Figure 2: Wind power output and load level of the industrial microgrid

This paper adopts the improved non-inferior sorting multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-
II), the population size is set to 200, the crossover probability and mutation probability are 0.9 and
0.1, respectively, and the maximum number of iterations is 100. In addition, this paper uses Matlab
R2014a for programming, applies the commercial solver CPLEX, and solves the model in the test
environment of Intel Core i5-6200U, 8 G memory, and supports Windows 10 Professional Edition.

4.2 Results Comparison and Discussion Analysis
4.2.1 Operating Result

By running the model established in this paper, demand-side management schemes in each period
can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows the load translation scheme of class I load and
the interruption scheme of class II load. In addition, the comprehensive operation plan of the system is
shown in Fig. 4, which includes output plan for coal-fired power units 1 and 2, energy storage charging
and discharging power plan. The start/stop characteristic plan of the thermal power unit is shown in
Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: Demand-side management scheme for the industrial microgrid
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Figure 4: Optimal operation of industrial microgrid based on demand-side management

Figure 5: Unit start-up and shutdown plan

It can be learned from the above operation plan figure that the demand-side management plan
and the optimized operation plan suggested by the model fully adapt to the load characteristics of the
system. From the 1th to the 8th period, the TOU price level was low, and the wind storage industrial
microgrid purchases electricity online. When the load demand was met, the energy storage was fully
charged to prepare for the subsequent discharge, and the unit did not need to work in this period.
From the 9th to the 18th period, the system ushered in the first load peak and the TOU price level
also reached the peak. The energy storage discharged fully and the unit generated power. The wind
storage industrial microgrid used wind power and the relatively low-cost thermal power unit to net the
electricity to obtain benefits. In the 19th period, the load entered the trough. The unit output declined
rapidly, yet did not shut down completely considering the start-stop cost it might have. In the second
load peak period from the 20th to the 22th period, the operation plan of the wind storage industrial
microgrid was similar to the first load peak period. In the last load trough period, the energy storage
entered the charging state, the machine stopped, and the wind storage industrial microgrid purchased
electricity totally from the external.
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Based on the aforementioned operation scheme, the comprehensive operation cost of the wind
storage industrial microgrid is 5292.63 yuan per day, the user satisfaction index is 0.953 and the
absorption rate of wind power reaches 100%.

4.2.2 Analysis of the Relationship between Comprehensive Operating Costs and User Satisfaction

To compare the operating indexes between the grid-connected mode and the off-grid mode, and
to consider whether an automatic demand-response scheme is adopted or not, four operating modes
were configured to run the model established in this paper, in Table 3:

Table 3: Four operating modes

Mode Operating mode Demand side management technology

Mode 1 Off-grid mode ×
Mode 2 Off-grid mode √
Mode 3 Grid-connected mode ×
Mode 4 Grid-connected mode √
Note: Mode 1 excludes the off-grid mode and demand-side management; Mode 2 includes demand-side man-
agement in the off-grid mode; Mode 3 excludes demand-side management in the grid-connected mode; Mode 4
includes demand-side management in the grid-connected mode.

The operating indicators under these modes are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Comparison of operation indicators of industrial microgrid operating under four modes

Operation indicator Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

Unit operating cost 7056.23 6477.06 5784.48 5296.63
Energy storage operating cost 75.58 64.16 57.84 46.59
The comprehensive operation cost of microgrid
(yuan)

7131.81 6541.22 5842.32 5343.22

User satisfaction indicators 0.67 0.72 0.89 0.94
Wind power consumption rate 83.1% 92.3% 95.2% 96.4%

As can be seen from Table 4, the integrated operation cost of the wind storage industrial microgrid
in grid-connected mode is lower than the off-grid mode, and the user satisfaction and wind power
consumption rate are higher. In one aspect, it is because the wind storage industrial microgrid can
obtain electrical energy from the external network in the grid-connected mode, which reduces the
operating cost of the generator set; in another aspect, it is because the energy storage operation cost
is saved in grid-connected mode due to low requirements for energy storage, which can achieve peak
shaving and valley filling. Compared with the DSM method, wind storage industrial microgrid also has
lower comprehensive operation cost, higher user satisfaction, and higher wind power consumption rate
when it adopts DSM. Through demand-side management, the wind storage industrial microgrid can
optimize the load curve, make full use of the domestic and external grid electricity during the period
when TOU price is low, and improve the wind power consumption capacity. In the grid-connected
mode, energy storage further exerts the economic benefits of peak shaving and valley filling to reduce
operating costs.
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Taking Mode 4 as an example, efficient frontier analysis was performed on the multi-objective
function. The value combination of the sub-targets is obtained through different weight coefficients
values, and the effective frontier curve is obtained by fitting, which is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Pareto frontiers for multi-objective optimal scheduling

As can be seen from Fig. 6, with the increase in the comprehensive operating cost of wind-storage
industrial microgrids, user satisfaction also continues to improve. The upper half of the frontier curve
is the region where the multi-objective model cannot obtain the optimal solution, and the lower half
of the frontier curve is the region where the model can obtain the optimal solution. Based on the
meaning of the frontier curve, it can be seen that the optimal solution of the model is on the curve,
and it is impossible to optimize any word target of the wind-storage industrial microgrid by changing
the control variables. At this time, the optimal compromise solution of the wind-storage industrial
microgrid is obtained by using the multi-objective algorithm as (5343.22, 0.94).

In fact, the above results are calculated when the confidence of the objective function and
constraints is selected as 0.95, and different confidence levels will also have a direct impact on the
operation of wind-storage industrial microgrids. Take operation Mode 4 as an example, different
confidence levels of the objective function and the constraint conditions are set, corresponding to
which the relationship between the comprehensive operation cost and the reliability of the wind-
storage industrial microgrid is shown in Fig. 7.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the comprehensive operation cost of the wind storage industrial
microgrid is closely related to the confidence level. With the increase of confidence, the comprehensive
operation cost keeps rising. This is mainly because when the confidence increases, the operation scheme
of the system must satisfy the objective function value, and as a result, the establishment of the
constraints becomes increasingly strict. Therefore, the wind storage industrial microgrid operation
plan has to be conservative at the expense of the economy. Confidence analysis can reveal the
contradiction between model economics and reliability and provide guidance for decision-makers with
different risk preferences.
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Figure 7: Relationship between the comprehensive operation cost and the reliability of the microgrid

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a multi-objective optimization model of wind storage industrial microgrid consider-
ing demand response technology and user satisfaction is established, and the research conclusions are
as follows:

(1) On the load side, by considering the demand response technology, three user satisfaction
evaluation indicators are determined: the power consumption benefit loss, the user balance
power purchase price, and the wind power consumption level in the system. Considering
the operation cost of thermal power unit, environmental conversion cost and energy storage
operation cost, a multi-objective optimization model of wind storage industrial microgrid is
established.

(2) A typical wind storage industrial microgrid demonstration project is selected for simulation
analysis. It shows that considering the demand response technology, the comprehensive
operating cost of wind storage industrial microgrid is 5292.63 yuan a day, the user satisfaction
index is 0.953, and the wind power consumption rate reaches 100%.

(3) By setting four scenarios, it highlights that the grid-connected operation mode is superior to
the off-grid operation mode. The wind storage industrial microgrid can optimize the load curve
by considering the demand response technology, make full use of the time-of-use electricity
price to coordinate the operation of each unit, and enhance the wind power consumption.
ability, and a compromise solution between the system’s comprehensive operating cost and
user satisfaction is obtained with a confidence level of 0.95.

(4) In the process of model solving, it is impossible to optimize any sub-objective by changing the
control variables, which proves that there is a close relationship between the comprehensive
operating cost of the system and the confidence level.
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